EMPOWER GUIDANCE NOTES
9. Marketing tips for inviting participants
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Section 1.

Introduction

Marketing tips for inviting participants
An effective marketing strategy is comprised of the following steps:

•

Gathering insights

Section 2.

•

Planning

•

Executing

Gathering insights

First, delve into your target groups: taking the time do that thoroughly at the start will save
you time recruiting participants later.
How to do that?
Explore what your target group really values in relation to mobility services (for this you
can use the template of the Value Proposition (marketing template, A). It requires you to
consider people’s wants (e.g. more free time, saving money); needs (e.g. support, reassurance
that they are making the right choice); fears (e.g. losing time, a bad image); values (e.g.
autonomy, status); and substitutes (e.g. other apps).
The simplest way is to brainstorm yourself to come up with these insights; the best way is
to ask people themselves.
Then, explore what the value of your service actually is: what are its benefits (e.g. awards,
points); features (e.g. 2 types of awards); experience (e.g fun, competition).
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Section 3.

Planning

Good planning ensures you are investing time and effort in doing those things that lead to
the best results.
First plan different marketing activities. It is crucial to keep the following dimensions in mind
when doing this:

Make a connection

Connect with what the intended target users value in life

Be present

In time and places whenever relevant for the target
users

Be clear on the required
behaviour

Define simple actions every can do (the so-called
“efficacy”)

Be recognisable

Repeat all the above. Use an image, ambassador, etc.

TIPS
People are more inclined to sign-up for your programme when you:
• Give them free trials or gifts. But make the commit to a goal or even a contract to keep
them active!
• Reinforce beliefs that sustainable travel is the norm and not the exception

Set goals beforehand so it is easier to benchmark the success of different marketing
activities and messages. Think of numbers of newsletters sent, how many opens, how many
click-throughs to the sign-up page, etc. (for this you can use the B-side of the template).
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Section 4.

Executing

See the table below for ideas of marketing activities that you can do. The phases mentioned
in the table are typical marketing phases; first you have to create awareness around that
your programme exists, and then you can steadily channel people towards enthusiastic
users.
Connection

Presence

Efficacy

Recognition

Pre-launch
phase
Preparation
(phase project
is currently in)

Research the most
important values in
the target group and
use this to develop
an appropriate offer
upon which the
marketing is based

Tap into already ongoing
initiatives. Create alliances
with organisations that
already have an established
relationship with the
target group

Arrange for pre -sign up
to attract “early adopters”.
(A “signing-up” is good
for community feel and
gathering relevant data).
Remove all perceived
barriers for actually
participating post-launch

Awareness
phase
Get attention;
broad reach

People have to relate
the value proposition
to their own context:
how would changing
my behaviour impact
my daily life? Ask the
question (e.g. online)
or share examples of
others

Now check for relevant
events, for instance check
the municipality’s event
calendar for a festival at
which you can be present
and promoting the cause

Make the explicit step
you want the reader (or
listener etc.) to take: “sign
up here, go here for more
information”, etc. and
make explicit what will be
expected (“take the bicycle
once a week”) and what can
be gained

Develop a campaign
that ignites an interest
in the service and a
“need to participate”
(use a peer ambassador,
for instance). Use logos
and visuals that you
use throughout the
campaign
Diversify in the use of
channels; online and
offline. Do use the
same logo and slogan,
but vary in length and
depth of the message

Interest
phase
Marketing
effort is more
targeted

Focus on more
specific values. For
example, focus on
health in leaflets at
gyms, focus on clean
urban environment in
the community (e.g.
Facebook)

Being present at relevant
(life) events: for instance
in info brochures for
new inhabitants (through
municipality), or take part
in the health programme
of a large employer

Make sign-up or
participating easy, for
instance, if an app is used,
also through the app itself.
Be clear on rules of the
game

Use peers and
comparable routines
and habits, to show
how new behaviour is
incorporated in their
lives. Now more indepth stories can be
used in media, on what
the goals are and for
who it is meant

Action phase
Promote
actual
behaviour
change

Ask participants what
outcome they prefer
and energise them
based on that (“this
week you can save/
have saved...”)

Now personal messages
can be sent (“what are
your goals for this week?”).
Make sure to keep in
touch on a regular basis

Give feedback on
performance and tips
on how to improve and
congratulations if results are
achieved.

Besides the personal
messages, it is still
stimulating to be part
of a larger initiative.
For instance, give an
update on number of
participants or first
results in different
media

Growth
phase
Longer-term
engagement
and social
spread

People like to share
results or actions.
Humour or emotion
may work well
for viral (online)
messages

The current participants
Referral programme: “earn
are present at the
extra points for signing up a
places where likely new
friend”
participants are. Support
them to make others
enthusiastic, e.g. with visual
material
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Section 4.

Executing

TIPS
Using social media for marketing:
• Interact; don’t send
• Do not try to create a buzz; take part in existing buzz e.g. around sustainable transport or a
liveable city
• Spend an hour scanning Google results for important keywords that are related to your scheme
What/where is the buzz?
Respond to others
• Activate potentials
E.g. those who liked you/retweeted you
• Experiment! Social media is a great platform for trying out messages, visuals etc.
• Are your messages “responsive” (mobile/desktop)?
• An institution (e.g. the municipality) is not always the best sender: use ambassadors (e.g. the first
users) that people can more easily relate to, to spread messages
You can use the marketing templates overleaf for analysing your target group (A) and
planning activities (B).
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Section 5.

Marketing templates

Retrieved from: http://www.peterjthomson.com (March 2017). Based on the work of Steve Blank, Clayton
Christensen, Seth Godin,Yves Pigneur and Alex Osterwalder. Released under creative commons license to
encourage adaption and iteration. No rights asserted.
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Section 5.

Marketing templates
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